
Seminar on Energy Development and Industrial Policy for Foreign

Officials Under Belt & Road Initiative
 

Código de Beca: 1355

Nombre: Seminar on Energy Development and Industrial Policy for Foreign Officials

Under Belt & Road Initiative

Descripción: Established in 1993, the International Cooperation Center (ICC) of the National

Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) is a government institution

directly subordinate to NDRC. For over 20 years, ICC has set up following

divisions: General Office, Strategic Research Division, International Cooperation

Division, Planning and Production Capacity Cooperation Promotion Division,

Information Division, International Training Division, Industry Development

Division, Mechanism Cooperation Division, Division of Major Events

Organization, Division of Foreign Communication, Cultural Research Institute,

Regional Cooperation and Opening up Institute, Industrial Development

Institution, Globalization Institute, etc. In recent years, ICC spared no effort to

establish itself as a new-type think tank focused on international cooperation,

planning and consulting, policy research, high-level training and human

resource development cooperation program, so that ICC has played an

important role in promoting “Belt and Road” construction, international

production capacity cooperation, China’s new urbanization construction and

regional economic development.

As a participant of the NDRC International Cooperation Joint Conference, a

member of the National “Belt and Road Initiative” Leading Group Office, ICC

focuses on major national strategies and key work of NDRC. Through

expanding global view, grasping major trend, researching on major events and

promoting key strategies, ICC implements major bilateral and multi-lateral

cooperation mechanisms, explores mechanism and platform construction of

international production capacity cooperation, and serves as a bridge and bond

in going-out for Chinese companies.

Since China’s economy has entered new normal stage at present, and the new

and old momentum is changing, rapid developments take place in new industry,

new type of business, new technology and new mode. Facing new economic

growth trend, ICC aims at establishing new type international think tank, and

actively makes research and judgement on economic trend and policy to provide

intellectual support for policy and decisions of related companies, local

governments and China. ICC is also active in building academic communication

platform for gathering wisdom of reform and opening up, and brings its

international advantages in developing high-level foreign academic activities.

Fuente principal: China
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Fuente secundaria: -

Tipo de beca: Total

Fecha de vencimiento: 15/09/2018

Requisitos: Age

Under 45 for officials at or under director’s level; under 50 for officials at director

general’s level

Health

In good health with health certificate issued by the local public hospitals; without

diseases with which entry to China is disallowed by China’s laws and

regulations; without severe chronic diseases such as serious high blood

pressure, cardiovascular/cerebrovascular diseases and diabetes; without metal

diseases or epidemic diseases that are likely to cause serious threat to public

health; not in the process of recovering after a major operation or in the process

of acute diseases; not seriously disabled or pregnant.

Language

Capable of listening, speaking, reading and writing in English.

Other Requirement

Family members or friends are not allowed to accompany with participants to

the seminar.

Beneficios: a) Pasaje internacional de ida y vuelta

b) Gastos de alojamiento y alimento no incluye bebidas alcohólicas;

c) Gastos de transporte local derivados de las actividades organizadas por

parte china durante su estadía en China;

d) Gastos menudos por día para cada participante

Lugar de postulación y

documentación a

presentar:

DOCUMENTACIÓN A PRESENTAR:

1) 2 copias de Formulario de inscripción de China con foto (foto a color, estilo

formal con fondo blanco como indica el siguiente link:

http://uy.chineseembassy.org/esp/lsqws/zgqz/t1417728.htm )

2) Fotocopia de pasaporte Uruguayo (excluyente, con vencimiento como

mínimo de 6 meses posterior a la fecha de finalización del curso)

3) Fotocopia de Carnet de Salud

4) Currículum Vitae, máximo 5 hojas (No documentado)

5) 2 Fotocopias de las cédula

6) Fotocopia del título (si corresponde)

7) Fotocopia de certificado de conocimiento de idioma inglés

8) Formulario de becas de AUCI (Adjunto)

9) Carta aval del organismo donde presta funciones, dirigido a la Directora de

AUCI, Lic. Andrea Vignolo

10) Decreto 234/86 firmado (Adjunto)
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Toda esta documentación debe ser presentada en Torre Ejecutiva-Plaza

Independencia 710 piso 7 sección becas, de lunes a viernes de 9 a 17 horas.

Contacto en caso de

dudas:

becas@auci.gub.uy

150 int 3402 o 3403

De lunes a viernes de 9 a 17hs

Observaciones: No se aceptarán formularios hechos a mano

En caso de dudas de como completar el formulario de China favor comunicarse

por e-mail becas@auci.gub.uy o teléfono 150 int 3402 y 3403.

Ofrecimiento Nº 1355.1

Nombre ofrecimiento: Seminar on Energy Development and Industrial Policy for Foreign Officials

Under Belt & Road Initiative

Información específica: Commissioned by the Ministry of Commerce of the P. R.C., the program is as

follow:

Energy issue concerns the whole world. In an increasingly globalized world, the

energy issue cannot be confronted by single country, but a challenge faced by

all human beings. At present, global energy demand is increasing rapidly. While

promoting investment in energy infrastructure, there are such problems as huge

imbalance, unjust structure, and structure upgrading in investment and

construction of energy infrastructure in most developing countries.

At present, with accelerating globalization, deepening regional cooperation, and

unprecedented level of international cooperation and exchange, establishment

of an economic, clean, safe and reliable energy system is an important task

facing the international community. In the face of the new situation, it is vital to

know about the new trends of energy infrastructure building, discuss about the

new models of international cooperation in this regard, make new strategies of

energy infrastructure development so as to realize sustainable development.

As of the general trend of international energy cooperation, the consensus on

cooperation has been reached, with multilateral energy diplomacy becoming the

major trend in international cooperation and increasingly vital role of

international organizations in international energy cooperation. This international

energy agencies and multilateral diplomatic activities has greatly influenced the

world energy structure and basic interests of members. China cannot develop

without the world, and the world cannot prosper without China. With deepening

economic globalization, China’s energy development is more and more closely

linked to world’s development. China has met our own demands of economic

and social development, and brought more opportunities and wide space for
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development. The key principle is to proactively promote international energy

trade and maintain stability of the international energy market.

In 2015, China has raised the initiative of jointly building the Silk Road Economic

Belt and the 21st-Century Maritime Silkthe Belt and the Road, which have

attracted close attention from 60 countries and International Organizations. The

total population reaches 4.4billion and the economic aggregate is about

$2.1billion, which is occupied 63% and 29% of the world. “The Belt and the

Road” will be the longest Economic Belt in the world. Countries along the Belt

and Road have their own resource advantages and their economies are

mutually complementary. Therefore, there is a great potential and space for

cooperation.

They should promote policy coordination, facilities connectivity, unimpeded

trade, financial integration and people-to-people bonds as their five major goals,

and strengthen cooperation. We should promote cooperation in the connectivity

of energy infrastructure, work in concert to ensure the security of oil and gas

pipelines and other transport routes, build cross-border power supply networks

and power-transmission routes, and cooperate in regional power grid upgrading

and transformation.

In this seminar, we will introduce China's energy policy and energy structure,

and conduct in-depth discussions on issues of concern to the countries along so

as to provide experience and lessons for the promotion of national energy

planning for the “Belt and Road” countries. At the same time China would like to

share the planning ideas of the Belt and Road and construction in order to jointly

improve economic development and make due contributions to promote social

development.

Lectures:

General Introduction to China1.

Intercultural Communications2.

Introduction to China’s “Belt and Road” Initiative3.

Major Tasks and Goals of the Thirteenth National Five-Year Plan4.

The Major Meaning of “Belt and Road” Initiative to the World and China5.

China’s Sustainable Energy Policy6.

Trend and Policy of China’s Energy Development7.

International Rule and China’s Experience of Clean Development

Mechanism

8.

Mining Energy and Ecological Civilization9.

China’s Energy Revolution Strategy10.

Development and Utilization of Biomass Fuel11.

Development Prospect and Current Situation of China’s Wind Power

Industry

12.

Introduction of China’s Renewable Energy Development13.

Situation, Market, Policy and International Cooperation of Energy

Conservation and Emission Reduction

14.
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China’s Clean Development Mechanism15.

National Social and Economic Development Strategy16.

Energy Service Industry and Energy Performance Contracting17.

Sustainable Development and Renewable Energy18.

Tipo de curso: CURSO CORTO

Modalidad de curso: Presencial

País: China

Ciudad: Beijing

Idiomas: inglés

Fecha de inicio: 10/10/2018

Fecha de fin: 30/10/2018

Fecha límite de

inscripción:

15/09/2018

Duración aprox.: -

Disciplinas: Energías limpias. Eficiencia energética

Industrias

Observaciones: -
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